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I Was A Love-Letter Ghostwriter
by  Bonnie  Downing  · January  29,  2014

Nine years ago, I answered an ad on Craigslist and was hired
by artist Jana Leo de Blas. Jana was a tiny woman of
indeterminable age with a dandelion puff of hair. I arrived at
her bright, high-ceilinged studio in the old I.S.C.P. building
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in midtown Manhattan; she had built a platform in the
middle of the room. I climbed the few steps, settled at the
desk with my laptop and coffee and tried to remember some
poetry to quote in case I choked. That morning was the start
of a weekend of open studios, but Jana wanted to be sure we
didn’t limit ourselves to visiting art fans, so she left me there
and took to the streets with invitations.

Her piece was called the Love Letter Project, and my first
client, a middle-aged man, seemed game in the way that
people get during open studio events. I saw Jana’s point. He
sat down across the desk from me, and pursed his lips,
humming around for an idea.

“Who do you love?” I asked. He laughed.

“Does it have to be a romantic love?”
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“Well, I have an idea,” he said. “My son is leaving for college
soon, and I’d like to write a letter to his mother, my ex-wife.”
He was proud of how they had managed co-parenting,
though they had both remarried. He was glad they remained
close friends. I took notes as he spoke. This was an easy start,
more of a friendly note really. “I worry that our connection
takes away from what I have with my new wife.” He began to
cry. “I still love her,” he said. He wished they had never
divorced.

I listened until he was finished talking. Then I arranged the
sentences he’d spoken on the page. It was more like
transcribing than writing.

At the front of the room was a small table with a printer,
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envelopes, pens and stamps. “You may sign your letter,” Jana
told him and he did. “Would you like a stamp so you can mail
it? Or we can mail it for you.” He took the stamp and
addressed the envelope, but wasn’t quite committed enough
to let us mail it. His feelings had been so close to the surface.
We had happened to catch him at the perfect moment.

But it kept happening like that.

A young woman, too shy to make eye contact, sat down and
said we could do a letter to her best friend, she guessed. She
seemed skeptical and confused about the project and proved
to be a tough interview at first. Would she tell me about her
friend? “She’s nice.” What did the two of them do together?
“Like, hang out.” Could she tell me about a private joke
between them, a special phrase, even if she didn’t want to
tell me what it meant? She shrugged. And then something
shifted and she said she was in love with her friend, had just
realized she was gay, and she didn’t know how to tell anyone,
especially the most important person.

Again I wrote the letter simply, using mostly her own words.
One phrase she used, awkward and perfect, made the letter.
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Artists had come from around the world for this residency,
so the open studios weekend drew an international crowd.
More than once, visitors apologized for their imperfect
English and asked me to “fix it.” But idiosyncrasies are
important in a love letter. The words should sound like the
sender speaking. It seemed very important to preserve that
authentic rhythm.

Writing about Spike Jonze’s film Her, whose hero is a
professional ghostwriter of love letters, Maria Bustillos
found the very concept of ghostwritten letters absurd.
“Wouldn’t this be about five zillion times worse than
receiving no letter at all?” she asked. I kept thinking about
this, because as much as I loved doing it, I would hate to
receive outsourced sentiment.

The concept is not as new as it feels in the film, or as new as
it felt to me nine years ago as part of an eccentric art project.
Mix tapes or playlists are a type of ghostwritten love letter,
in which lyrics “speak” for the sender. (I mean here the ones
made by a love interest or a dear friend, not the BPM to MPH
ones shared by running partners.) If someone you like tells
you a song reminds them of you, you feel flattered, maybe
moved, assuming the lyrics are romantic, hot and/or sad
enough. You don’t need to believe that the person presenting
the song to you wrote those lyrics for the magic to work.
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And love letters themselves often have a ghostwritten
section. The line or stanza of quoted poetry, dropped into
the scrawling of a barely literate suitor, sometimes works to
lend the sender depth—or to provide him with an apt
expression he would be incapable of minting.

I should mention Cyrano, but he was already in love with
Roxane by the time he started writing to her. “Modern-day
Cyranos” as well have been popping up in the press over the
past decade or so. These online dating assistants not only
create attractive profile content but also correspond with
potential dates. But that’s just marketing.

Jennie Erdal’s 2006 memoir, Ghosting, recounts the twenty
years she spent as a ghostwriter, and begins with a love letter
she ghostwrote to her boss’s wife. In a 2010 episode of the
TV show, “Bones,” a love-letter ghostwriter is murdered
when the recipient finds out the truth. President Obama was
accused of sending ghostwritten love letters to an old
girlfriend after an excerpt of his memoir was published in
Vanity Fair and Jack Cashill took an obsessively close look at
the syntax.

Requests for ghostwritten love letters are not uncommon on
sites like Elance, oDesk and Guru, online marketplaces
where writers and others bid on virtual assignments.
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This month saw the release of a ghostwritten love app,
Romantimatic, which allows users to schedule loving texts to
their significant other. Creator Greg Knauss responded to
criticism of the concept, and especially of the included
generic messages: “We’ve wrapped code around almost
everything in our lives, but deeply felt emotion is still
supposed to be start-to-finish analog.” In other words, love
should be expressed in BeautifulHandwrittenLetters. Knauss
denied that the app came from a place of cynicism,
describing himself as “a boiling cauldron of passionate love.”

The people who let me write ghostwrite their love letters
were boiling cauldrons, too. Even the ones—especially the
ones—who walked in on a whim and expected a joke. Most
told me they had not planned on writing a letter and did not
usually write love letters.

My family has sent me loving yet ghostwritten letters all my
life. I get funny animal birthday cards from my Dad, and the
fancy kind with an extra layer of colored paper inside from
my favorite aunt. Paul Hiebert examines this socially
acceptable cheat in his recent piece in the Pacific Standard,
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“The Emotional Outsourcing of the Greeting Card.” The
Victorians and Edwardians loved to exchange decorated
poetry cards.

Esther Howland began producing commercial Valentine’s
Day cards in the U.S. in the mid-1800s, and the greeting card
business boomed through the twentieth century. Hallmark
reports selling about 140 million Valentines Day cards each
year.

Though the card industry has declined since the rise of the
internet, the popularity of ghostwritten love letters has not.
E-card businesses sell pre-written love notes for subscription
fees. Facebook is littered with cloying memes demanding to
be shared and re-posted, “If you’re lucky enough to have a
friend like this!”
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In 1946, social anthropologist William E. Henry observed
women choosing from a variety of greeting cards and
published his findings in, “Art and Cultural Symbolism: A
Psychological Study of Greeting Cards.” He was particularly
fascinated by one subject, Mrs. G, a “competent, efficient
career woman.”

“She has her own career, she can keep up with the
best of her men business associates. She dresses
severely in tailored clothes and simple hats. One
might suppose that her selection of greeting cards
would be similarly plain and severe, unromantic,
unsentimental. But this was not the case. There
was another element to Mrs. G’s personality seen
in our test material. She was lonely, profoundly
lonely… she longed to be able to express the
sentiments she felt. And in every channel where
she was allowed be sentimental without losing her
facade of efficiency, she did so. While she received
birthday presents appropriate to her facade,
cigarettes, subscriptions to business magazines,
and the like, she sent to others flowers, candy, and
romantic books. And she selected the sentimental
greeting cards.”
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When people came to me for letters with big googly eyes and
immediately gushed about just how in love they were with
snookums, my job was less interesting. It was the ones that
seemed a little cold on first impression, the ones like Mrs. G,
who later cracked the widest and said the things I still think
about.

I wrote more than one breakup letter that weekend. One
woman looked displeased as she read her printout, but then
she told me that yes, she thought it would do. She planned to
leave the letter on the table.

I tried to coax imagery from my clients. When someone
described a girlfriend as beautiful, I asked him to describe
her in a certain moment. He said she looked so lovely when
she held a baby. That was better. Some people really
delivered.

There’s a passage in that same letter that may very well be
about an operating system. I know what I have done. I made
you into a perfect character. Nothing has happened so nothing is
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disappointing me. You are separate from reality.

I spent my time as a ghostwriter in flow state, losing myself
in listening. I felt I could stay up on that perch forever. My
baseline intense curiosity joined with a desire to honor the
trust people put in me. Is this what it was like for therapists?
Of course what I was doing was nothing like therapy, but I
saw the power of simply listening and validating. Handing
over the letter was akin to that annoying things that
therapists do: so I’m hearing that you feel…

I lost touch with Jana for years and when I looked her up I
found other people’s love letter projects all over the
Internet. One project is a series of love-themed murals.
Blogs request letters for people who are suffering. Artists
leave love letters in public places to be found by random
strangers. Coaches encourage followers to write a love letter
to themselves every day, to improve self-esteem. A random
letter seems worse than getting a ghostwritten one.

Jana herself is still active in the niche profession. Last year in
Madrid, she worked on La Oficina Del Amor, an art project
commissioned by the Cervantes Institute. Her “Love Office”
is a “virtual archive of words to assist personal relationships.
This is a support tool that helps to write an ad (for) those
unskilled in handling the language of love.”

As moved as I was by the people who mailed their letters
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(some even let us mail them!), the one I think about most
often was a quiet, dark-haired woman. We asked each
participant for permission to print an extra copy, for an
exhibit that Jana went on to show in galleries. Only one
woman declined. She didn’t want anyone else to read her
letter, even without any identifying details. And did she plan
to give the letter to the person to whom it was written? No,
she said. She would never, ever give it to him. She would hide
it and once in a while, she would take it out and read it,
alone.

“I know where,” she said. “I’ll keep it way in the back. In the
drawer.”

Bonnie Downing haunts Brooklyn and Twitter
@bonnie_downing. Jana Leo de Blas holds the copyright to The
Love Letter Project and the content of the letters above. More
about Jana and her current projects is here. Ave Carillo produced
a piece on the project for Studio 360. Top photo by Toshiyuki
IMAI./
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barnhouse (1,326)
Just so great. Thank you very much for this. The key thing, you're colluding actively
with the author, drawing the information out of him/her. Very very lucky for Jana Leo
de Blas to have found you, I was thinking. You came to care so immediately and so
deeply to transmit the actual thoughts of the author!! (SO very different from that
infernal movie.) Also, utterly fascinating for JLB to claim the copyright on these. On
what grounds, one wonders; she neither wrote nor "wrote" these letters. I'm only a
casual student of IP law but just as a matter of interest, would this hold up if
challenged? Very seriously doubt it.

For me at least, though... I would find even the slightest degree of mediation
desperately upsetting, if I were the recipient. Maybe that is eccentric of me, to be so
devoted to the universe built for two alone (Vonnegut's "duprass") (?)

A separate consideration, the matter of sending... I can see that someone who is
scared might want to pay to kind of be pushed out of the airplane. There's a whole
universe to unpack, just in that part of it.

Ah, me.
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notquitethere (257,448)
A lot of people are quite bad at expressing and organising their thoughts into a
pleasing and coherent letter, so this kind of letter-writing service is likely to lead to
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better letters and because the thoughts and much of the words are the lover's own, it
doesn't seem to me to be inauthentic to use a mediator in this way. Certainly, it's
more personal and shows more willing to competently express oneself than would be
shown with a typical greeting card.
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